
Shanghai high-speed rail station passenger 
train compartment no. recognition

Hangzhou docking station train compartment 
no. recognition

Anshan Iron and Steel Group Corporation 
freight train compartment no. recognition

Xinjiang  freight train 3-sided solution

With the development of high speed,  heavy load and long marshalling railway system worldwide,  the 
requirements of safer & high-efficiency operation is becoming Imminently. A better management and usage
of train no. improve the overall operation.

Train OCR solution is to use an optical vision system to capture the high definition picture of a train,  then 
using dahua in-house superior character recognition algorithm to segment the compartment and recognize 
the wagon no. with a ＞99% accuracy. 

Development of train wagon no. recognintion 

Train OCR Solution
Higher accuracy, less labor and better extensibility

What is train OCR solution

OCR
 Optical character recognition

1950s
Manual check and record RFID Vision system(OCR)

2000s Now

Dahua train OCR solution

What can Dahua train OCR solution do

Container no. recognition Optical character verificationWargon train no. recognitionCompartment no. recognition

Industrial PC Central sever(optional)Radar Scan module

ABC123

Values of train OCR system

Visible central management
HD image with recognized no.
Real-time alarm for immediate  respond
Real-time remote control 

7*24 hours operation
Easy deployment
Works under harsh enviroment

Easy to maintain

Reduce labor & equipment costs
Reduce manual operational error
Improve recognize efficiency 
(train on running)

Improve operational efficiency

1-3 side scanning
Deep learning algorithm to improve accuracy
Software upgradeable with required character 
naming rules

Highly extensibility

Main products 

Detect the approaching 
train and its speed.

Laser lighting and line scan camera 
to capture the line image and output 
to industry PC.

Stitch the line image, segment 
compartment and recognize the 
character.

Remote control and 
management.

Successful cases

Indusrial computer
Model:  ITARD-024SA  
Microwave Working Frequency:24.125GHz
Send Power:  9.5dBm=8.9mW
Antenna 3dB Beam Width:  4.6°(H) ×6.8°(V)
AD Sampling Rate:  25KHz
Speed Detect Range:  3-200Km/h

Speed radar Scan unit
Model:     DH-MV-RD5020ME-00    
Resolution:     2048*1
Maximum line rate:     51kHz
Installation distance:     2m-5m
Lighting module:20W, 808nm laser source
Ingress Protection :     IP67

Model:     ARC-3600-G3-00A5  
Operation system:   Win7/Win8/Linux  
Processor:  Onboard Intel Bay Trail 
J1900 quad-core processor (TDP10W)
RAM:  4GB  DDR3L-1333
Interface:  VGA/DHMI
Video Features :  On-chip Gen7GPU

G7520


